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Understanding Bias and Hate on Campus
A resource for administrators and law enforcement teams
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[ ən-ˈsī-kəl ]

verb

1.
To disassemble a complex system of interrelated parts 
through collective knowledge, creativity, conscious critique, 
increased awareness, policy and practice.
“The campus climate task force met to discuss strategies to  

uncycle biased hiring practices”.

Related terms : dismantle, deconstruct, unravel, dissipate, dissolve, unpack, inclusion, prevention

2.
To trace a thought back to its origin.
“I realized I had an implicit bias against female engineering group project 

member, I’m working to uncycle it”. 

noun
1.
An act or procedure of uncycling.
“Together, we are all a part of the uncycle”.

Uncycle
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When bias and hate incidents are on the rise, college and university administrators 
and law enforcement teams are a critical support network for their communities. 
This ADL Hate/Uncycled Resource serves as a guide to addressing incidents from 
many lenses, including prevention, preparation, response, healing, and education.   
The vision is to dismantle the complexities of bias and hate through regular assessment 
and implementation of campus climate initiatives and incident response practices.

Visit adl.org/hateuncycled  for additional resources about bias, hate, and  
free speech.

Understanding Bias and Hate on Campus
A resource for administrators and law enforcement teams

http://adl.org/hateuncycled 
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The first moments of response to a bias or hate incident are critical, but campus 
incidents take place in a broader context—they often appear as a part of a complex 
societal cycle that perpetuates bias and hate. As leaders of an institution that values 
diversity, inclusion, equity and belonging, you can have an impact on that cycle at 
many different points. 

We’ve created this model to help you think about incidents in terms of prevention, 
preparation, response, healing and education.  Working toward these broader goals 
is valuable in building community and developing forward-thinking solutions 
grounded in inclusive policy and practice.

The Hate/Uncycled Resource provides questions for administrators and their teams 
to consider when reviewing campus climate and incident response practices.

Campus Bias & Hate Incidents
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Prevention of bias and hate incidents is rooted 
in campus climate, policies and practices.  
Ideally, a thriving, diverse campus works 
toward reducing the frequency of bias and hate 
incidents. Guided by the administration, the 
entire campus community creates a climate 
with intention and action ---a climate... where 
all students, staff, faculty, and visitors know that  
they matter. 

This is encouraged when: (1) Messaging and 
programming about inclusion are consistent 
and ubiquitous; (2) Diversity, equity, inclusion 
(DEI), and belonging are values that are woven 
throughout all departments and campus 
experiences for faculty, staff, students, and 
visitors; and (3) Active dialogue and free speech 
are encouraged and appreciated.

PREVENT

Prevent
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Physical Spaces and Signage
o  Every action, comment and behavior that takes place on campus makes a difference—and so do   
 physical spaces. Inclusive maps, signage and physical indicators can work toward making students, staff,  
 faculty, and guests feel acknowledged and welcomed. 

      • Consider maps that clearly indicate disability access routes, and the locations of other community  
  needs such as prayer/reflection rooms, gender-inclusive restrooms, and lactation  
  space accommodations.

      • Buildings and office space can say a lot. What identities are represented? What event posters are   
  present? Is the furniture positioned for encouraged interaction or privacy as appropriate?

    Student Engagement & Experience
o  How can administrators actively and systematically engage student leaders in diversity and  

inclusion planning? 

      •  Are there committees/task forces that a student representative could join or to which  
  they could present?

      •  Do administrators visit student organization meetings to discuss new policies or ideas?

      •  How can administrators and students collaborate more on social media content and campaigns   
  (e.g., videos, t-shirts, hashtags)?

      •  What role does first-year orientation play in your inclusion plan? 

      •  How can students become more aware of the resources available to them related to bias  
  and hate on campus? 

The following are questions that highlight themes and best 
practices to inform proactive campus climate initiatives:

In Practice
University of Missouri’s Citizenship@Mizzou program introduces 
students to the meanings and significance of the university’s 
values of inclusion, diversity, and equity.

University of Virginia pilots "understanding implicit bias" 
module with first-year students in order to introduce helpful 
language and promote constructive conversation. 
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Student Engagement & Experience
o What trainings and experiences do you offer for student leaders? These are some best practices we’ve   
 gathered from a broad range of campuses:

      •  Offer student leadership sessions to model inclusive behaviors and reinforce institutional values.   
  Make sure to include diversity/equity/inclusion language, activities, and themes throughout all   
  student leadership retreats and trainings.

      •  Offer free speech/open expression trainings to help student leaders understand why upholding   
  free speech and academic freedom is necessary, and equip them with skills for responding in   
  constructive and inspiring ways.

      • Offer social justice retreats as a deeper dive for students preparing for inclusive leadership.

      •  Provide funding so students can attend conferences to build skills and share best practices  
  (e.g., Creating Change, NCORE).    

      •  Offer upstander and bystander intervention training to help students build an understanding of   
  responsible allyship and the confidence to support their peers. 

      •  Feature live actor scenarios prominently at orientations and intro-level courses in every department.  
  If you record them you may later choose to include them in welcome emails as well.    

      •  Encourage student contests to foster creativity. Host a student challenge for unity with grant funds  
  attached, or dedicate campus resources to participating in a national initiative such as the Love Has No  
  Labels Campaign, which includes a college discussion guide and suggested programming.

      •  Urge faculty and staff, who advise students, to connect with one another and to follow other student  
  groups via email and social media.

o Do you have a mentorship program in place for graduate students? Mentorship programs can illuminate  
 issues faced by students of color and other marginalized groups and encourage solutions.

o Has your campus considered implementing an Inclusive Language Campaign (ILC)?

             •  ILC is a program that helps build empathy. It is a peer-to-peer method of encouraging people to treat  
 one another in positive ways and build community. ILC illustrates ways in which language can be  
 deeply personal and hurtful, particularly for communities that are already historically marginalized  
 and silenced. ILC does not silence or censure free speech, rather it encourages positive behaviors   
 through speech. The program was started at University of Maryland and has been adopted by others,  
 such as University of Michigan, Penn State, Cal State-Northridge, and University of Nebraska-Lincoln. 

University of Michigan’s "Change It Up!" First-year student 
bystander intervention workshop uses educational theatre with 
discussion and practice opportunities to build inclusive, respectful, 
and safe communities. The program is now also being offered to 
faculty and staff.

In Practice
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Faculty/Staff Development and Retention
o Is DEI training required for hiring committees, and an understanding of DEI required for all job positions?  

o Does your institution measure inclusive practices for tenure and promotion? Do staff performance reviews  
 measure inclusive practices? 

o  Are managers trained in inclusive language and best practices based on race, gender, and other aspects of 
identity and equity? 

o In what ways can professional development and orientations for faculty improve the student experience  
 (e.g., understanding microaggressions, implicit bias, stereotypes, inclusive language)?

o What curricular inclusion initiatives could you consider?  

      • Think about supporting faculty to redesign course syllabi with inclusion in mind, choosing readings and  
  research by people from historically underrepresented identities in the field.

o What initiatives could you implement to train faculty on how to and moderate difficult    
 discussions and respond to insensitive comments in the classroom? 

      •  Managing environments for open expression and intellectual inquiry is not easy. Difficult   
  conversations and socially critical lessons can easily be experienced as offensive or unsupportive in the  
  classroom. The multitude of unknown identities and backgrounds in the room must be considered, as  
  must the framing of the content and lexicon used. 

o What funding and encouragement is available for administrators, faculty and staff to attend diversity and  
 equity conferences (e.g., AAC&U Inclusive Excellence meetings, NCORE, Creating Change)?

o  What support could faculty receive to include clauses against intolerance in course syllabi?

o Does your campus have faculty dialogue groups and/or other developmental and supportive systems in  
 place (e.g., faculty orientation sessions and ongoing professional development related to DEI)?

      •  Dialogue events can be used as safe spaces for faculty of color and other marginalized identities.

Colorado State University provides required DEI statements for 
job postings, ensuring that all job positions are marketed as 
positions that require a commitment to inclusion and equity.

The National SEED Project  creates conversational communities that  
drive change. 

The National Intergroup Dialogue Institute introduces faculty to  
philosophy and techniques. 

ELEVATE Fellowship Program supports faculty at Minority  
Serving Institutions.

In Practice
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Additional Administrator Engagement in Inclusive Community Building
o What is your personal engagement style with students, faculty, and staff?   

o How do you connect to the campus community via social media, events, and committees? 

o Are you a leadership voice that inspires the confidence of your campus to know that inclusive community  
 matters? Are you inspiring a culture of caring? 

o What is your campus’ “Town-Gown” relationship? In your position, which community members and groups  
 (external to the college/university) do you regularly check in with?  
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Preparation starts with creating and updating 
your campus response policies and plans. 
These policies should be applicable to all 
stakeholders, and should include proactive 
policies to promote inclusion as well as 
reactive policies to guide the community when 
an incident occurs. 

In considering your policies, think broadly 
about what constitutes a bias or hate incident. 
An incident does not need to rise to the 
level of a hate crime to warrant a response. 
For example, stereotyping and insensitive 
remarks often go unreported, but when 
students, faculty, and staff know that these 
behaviors are unacceptable and that peers 
and administrators are paying attention, trust 
is built. Not only do members of the entire 
community feel more secure and welcome, but 
you can increase success rates for students 
and faculty from historically marginalized 
groups, who are often most at risk for gaps in 
achievement, retention, and belonging.

PREPARE

Prepare

PR
EP

AR
E
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Reporting of Bias and Hate Incidents
o What institutional policies and mechanisms are in place for reporting campus climate/bias/hate incidents  
 and crimes (e.g., online reporting form, designated staff chain of reporting)? Have policies been updated to  
 reflect current events and current technology?       

o How do you ensure that community stakeholders are aware of the policies and structures and know how to  
 navigate those systems?

o What steps do you take to encourage constituents to use the forms and resources?

o How soon after a report is made can you tell constituents that a response will be sent to the individual who  
 filed the report?

o Is there clarity about who reviews and investigates these reports?

o What is done with the information gathered from the reports (including the reported incident or crime and  
 the university’s response)?

      • Reporting bias and hate incidents publicly creates data that can increase dialogue and lead to more  
  informed educational opportunities like bystander intervention and prejudice-reduction programs.

      • Incidents happen across the country. Openly sharing information can reduce fear and improve best  
  practices nationally. 

o How accessible and equitable is your reporting system? Is it accessible for persons with disabilities? Is it  
 comfortable for marginalized populations?

o Do you have an FAQ for your reporting sites so users know what to expect and what to report?

o Does the reporting mechanism make students, staff, and faculty aware of the resources available (including  
 counseling and other confidential spaces)? 

Preparation includes creating, maintaining, and disseminating 
policies and best practices about:

University of Maryland creates a new staff position, 
a Hate-Bias Incident Coordinator.In Practice

Visit adl.org/hateuncycled
Trends in Bias and Hate Incidents

http://adl.org/hateuncycled
https://www.adl.org/media/11139/download
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Protecting Free Speech
o Do you have a process for educating campus stakeholders (students, staff, administration, etc.) about free  

 speech in the university setting, including issues of academic freedom?

o Does the school have clear policies about what spaces on campus are open for speech, and for whom? These  

 policies should include:

      • Clear time, place and manner restrictions;

      •  Clear guidance about when/if a permit is needed for speech-related activities and how to obtain  

  such a permit; and

      •  Whether outsiders can be treated differently than members of the campus community. 

o  Do campus administrators and law enforcement work with student groups in advance of speakers coming  

 to campus? Do these conversations include representatives of the group hosting the speaker and other  

 groups that may be impacted by the content of the speech?

o How does campus law enforcement consistently assess the level of security needed at an event?

o Is there an existing university policy for preparing for counter-protests? 

 

Visit adl.org/hateuncycled
Checklist for managing controversial speakers 

Campus Free Speech FAQ 

http://adl.org/hateuncycled
https://www.adl.org/media/11143/download
https://www.adl.org/media/11142/download
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Social Media and Other Cyber Considerations
o Is there a mechanism in place for regularly monitoring online “chatter” among campus communities and  
 external stakeholders? 

o Does your safety team monitor local hate groups?

o What are the online safety concerns (e.g., threats, trolling, doxxing) of which to be aware?  

o Is staff trained on how to advise students regarding online safety concerns?

o Are there public intellectuals on your faculty who might be at risk for being targeted online? If so, how are  
 you prepared to respond if they are targeted?

o Who handles social media on your teams? Are those individuals regularly included in meetings of senior- 
 level communications staff?

o Are you aware that via technology, outside influences can be made to appear local, just as local influences  
 can be made to appear external? The sources of hate and bias can vary and be disguised.

o Does the school have a recommended strategy for faculty/staff/administrators on engaging with students  
 on social media?

o How is social media being used to lift up voices for diversity, equity, and inclusion (e.g., highlighting   
 student projects, profilling "unsung" social justice heroes, modeling inclusive language)? 

Building Task Forces and Committees
o Which teams will you design to be small in order to facilitate a quick response, and which will be more  
 representative of a cross-section of campus for inclusive planning practices?

o How is your campus including student voices? A collaborative environment may avoid some frustrations  
 that lead students to make demands and mount protests against the administration.

o Who is tasked with crafting the incident-response messaging? 

o Are faculty voices included in planning, response, and ongoing dialogue/education work?

o Have you considered building teams for the following:  Open Expression, Campus Climate Assessment/ 
 Initiatives, Campus Climate Response, Bias Incident Protocols, and/or Constructive  
 Community Engagement?

o Have you tasked campus groups like academic departments, human resources, marketing, faculty   
 development, and Tenure & Promotion committees with equity and inclusion initiative development for  
 their areas?

o Do you showcase committee work to the campus community to create a climate of transparency and   
 to include more voices?

o Do you hold retreats and team-building events for standing teams to increase cohesion, communication,  
 and skill development?
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Working with Law Enforcement 
o Are campus security teams and campus police departments charged with and empowered to become   
 integrated members of the community and partners to administrators, staff, faculty, and students?  
 They are an integral part of campus climate initiatives.

o Does your campus police department have an advisory council of community stakeholders to increase  
 communication and collaborative efforts in serving the community?

o Does your campus present opportunities for community engagement with law enforcement (e.g.,   
 informational sessions on safety, regular open houses at the station, hate-incident response conversations,  
 inviting officers to serve on advisory boards across campus, or meetings about socio-cultural issues like  
 language that may blame victims or promote stereotypes.)?

o Does your campus fund trainings for law enforcement on hate crimes, managing implicit bias,  
 and free speech?

Visit adl.org/hateuncycled
Best Practices for Campus Law Enforcement 

http://adl.org/hateuncycled
https://www.adl.org/media/11145/download
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RESPOND

RE
SP

ON
D

When an incident occurs, the first minutes 
and hours are critical for your community.  
This is the moment when the community wants 
a timely, direct, and comforting message. This 
is the time when you must assess physical, 
emotional, and digital safety concerns and 
tend to immediate needs, while balancing 
transparency and privacy.

Respond
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Consider…
o Not all incidents that impact the community are hate incidents. Bias, prejudice, and the use of non-  
 inclusive language often require a direct response of some type.

o A controversial speaker visiting campus is one situation that requires preparation and communication with  
 the community; however, the response will vary greatly depending on the nature of the speech. Some  
 speakers’ ideas and comments will be labeled as hate speech, but this determination can be subjective. The  
 speech may also just be politically controversial. Research is necessary to determine whether the speaker is  
 part of an organized hate group or movement. Contact your local ADL office for backgrounders on  
 "Alt Right " and “Alt Lite” speakers, and on other extremist groups.

o Understand that the impact on your community--and therefore your response--will vary based on the  
 type of bias or hate, and the method of dissemination. For instance, if an extremist hate group posts flyers  
 in public spaces, the impact will be different from when a student finds a noose hanging on their residence  
 hall doorknob, or a professor uses insensitive social identity terms in the classroom. 

Your community is looking to you. Consider these factors 
when making challenging decisions about communication and 
community support.

Who is affected? How will you reach them?
o  In addition to your bias incident/campus climate response team, who needs to be included?

o  Which members of the campus community need to know what is happening (e.g., academic advisors, 
campus law enforcement, residence life, mental health team, multicultural affairs, office of diversity  
and inclusion)?

o  Which off-campus groups need to know what is happening (parents/families, local law enforcement)? 

o  When do the various parties need to know?

o  What communication channels will you use for your initial response (e.g., public statement, internal email, 
social media, video message)? 

o  When an incident becomes public, whether on social media, local or campus press or television, who is 
charged with responding?  Who should be involved with crafting the messaging? 

o  Where will formal conversations about the incident take place (e.g., residence halls, social media, 
classrooms, advising meetings, counseling center)? How are staff, faculty, and student leaders prepared to 
lead these conversations and respond in their roles?

o  Which groups and individuals are likely to be most impacted by the incident or crime?

o  How are you ensuring transparency about the investigation without compromising confidentiality  
and safety?  

o  Who is reaching out to those who are impacted, and how? Think about the roles of administrators, faculty, 
staff and law enforcement. Are point people assigned to various communities (e.g., faculty, residence halls, 
cultural centers)?

o  How will you ensure that those who are impacted feel safe and that their needs are addressed?

o What other support services are available immediately (e.g., counseling, victim assistance, residence life)?
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What are the social media and cyber considerations?
Online activity rooted in bias or hate may or may not be connected to a real-world event, but online behavior 
still impacts the community, and similar considerations apply.

o Did the bias or hate incident originate online, or was the online activity a response to a real-world event?

o What patterns are emerging in the online spaces? Some possibilities to look for: escalation, expansion, or  
 targeting of individuals or groups.

o  Based on your codes of conduct, and after reviewing the legal considerations, does the online content 
qualify for removal? 

o  Is online content contributing to potential real-world threats? These threats could be related to online 
security or physical safety. 

o Is a college/university community member being trolled online? Collaborate with law enforcement about  
 safety concerns and ensure community support of targeted individuals. Consider whether a public response  
 is appropriate, and refer to free speech and academic freedom protocols, as well as the institution’s clarity  
 of values.

o Are outside perpetrators involved? Be aware that outside activity can be made to appear as local, just as  
 local activity can be made to appear as external.

o  Which groups and individuals are likely to be most impacted by the incident or crime?

o  Has personal information been shared publicly? Personal information and social and political identities 
can become public online in ways that individuals do not desire, which may manifest as trolling, bullying, 
harassment, threats, and/or exploitation.

      •  Understand the differences in hoaxes, hacking, trolling, and doxxing when investigating each case. 

What are the implications of the incident on the greater campus community?
o  Did the incident involve a crime, such as vandalism, violence, or threats?

o  Did the incident involve speech?  Is there verbal, written, digital, or other documentation of the speech? 
Are there multiple interpretations or meanings to the speech? 

o  How can you find out more about the content of the speech and the context of the situation?

o  Is the speech protected under the First Amendment or your private institution’s speech policies? Who does 
your campus rely on to make this determination?

o  Is the speech in direct violation of a campus policy (e.g., posting unauthorized flyers or shouting down an 
invited speaker)?

o  Has documentation of the incident spread (e.g., via social media)?

o  Which communities and identity groups are likely to be affected by the incident?

University of Nebraska–Lincoln men’s basketball team says, 
 “Hate Will Never Win”  in response to a hateful video message.

UCLA’s LGBTQ Resource Center and campus administrators respond  
to an anti-Transgender incident involving students photographed with 
harmful signs, by participating in a campaign that photographed  
the campus members with supportive and positive signs.

In Practice
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What are the considerations when preparing a verbal or written statement?
What we say and how we say it both make a difference. Statements from leadership set the tone for the community. 

o When drafting a statement, keep in mind the following qualities that can help you build trust:

      •  Empathy conveys genuine concern.

      •  Transparency has a calming effect and defuses tension.

      •  Specificity and accuracy demonstrate your attention to people and matters at hand.

      •  Using thoughtful and inclusive language, choosing identity terms that respect the preferences of  
  the affected communities, conveys respect and shows that you are listening.

      •  Naming the hate helps impacted communities to feel acknowledged and encourages education.

      •  Impact matters most in times of hate incidents. For example, characterizing hate speech as a joke or  
  simply misinformation makes the target feel invalidated and minimizes the impact to the   
  entire community.

      •  Giving credit to staff, faculty, and others for their efforts shows that you value community  
  and teamwork.

      •  Action plans show commitment to taking the incident seriously as well as to improving the future of a  
  campus with less bias and hate.

o Your statement may include planned opportunities to meet students in their spaces (e.g., dining halls,  
 cultural centers, student group meetings).  

o Student publications are another avenue to disseminate information and to communicate directly 
  with students. 

o Remain authentic to your leadership style and position. Creativity can be an option. Some leaders have  
 sent Facebook messages to students or chalked in the free speech zone, but consider what seems like the  
 right response channel for you.  If a formal letter is more your style, it can also serve as a genuine message  
 to the community. 

o Encourage faculty to make additional statements in support of students. 

o Consider any free speech implications before crafting your message.

o Support student-led counter-speech campaigns in visible ways (wear the t-shirts, display stickers   
 or signs, etc.)  

Colorado State University President Tony Frank responds to anti-
immigration extremist group flyers in a written, direct, and informative 
email statement to the campus.

Central Michigan University faculty write a letter to support affected 
students after an anti-Semitic valentine card was discovered.

In Practice
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In the aftermath of an incident, an effective 
and thoughtful healing process can build 
community while moving toward learning. 
The healing phase should include debriefing, 
bringing people together, and re-committing 
to community goals. As with other points 
in the process of uncycling bias and hate, 
bringing people together in physical and virtual 
spaces builds trust and unity. This stage must 
demonstrate to the community that on your 
campus, support for inclusion is stronger than 
bias and hate.    

Heal HE
AL
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Consider…
o Showing support by showing up. Consider ways in which you can be present and communicate with   
 students, staff, faculty, and other stakeholders. 

o Including many perspectives in the process of planning ways to heal and build community. Responding  
 to hate can be a community-building opportunity if you encourage collaboration across groups   
 and  departments.

o Choosing locations and methods of communication that convey a supportive message. What choices will  
 make students feel heard and valued? Meeting students in their spaces and writing in their publications  
 builds connections between students and administrators and conveys a genuine desire to work together. 

o Allowing space for open expression, and making sure to train student-group advisors on setting   
 boundaries. For instance, point out what is a healthy outlet versus disrespectful slander or retaliation.

o Holding a Town Hall. Town halls, vigils, or reflection meetings as community gatherings are a part of the  
 process, and can be start to the healing process. These events are popular and can serve to convey   
 information, elevate ally voices and personal stories, and provide an open forum for the community.

o Organizing small group discussions. Small groups facilitate a deeper level of listening, understanding,  
 transformation, and accountability, reinforcing community values and expectations.

o Making sure “safe spaces”—both physical and virtual—are available. The term “safe spaces” can have many  
 meanings, and in the aftermath of an incident, people need to feel confident that these spaces   
 foster emotional support and trust.  Opinion-based dialogue can also be part of the process, as long as it  
 takes place in differentiated  settings designed for respectful disagreement.

o Thinking carefully about social media. It can provide useful channels to display solidarity and support  
 healing, but it needs to be carefully monitored.

Use these suggestions to design intentional spaces that bring 
people together and center marginalized voices.

De Anza College uses Town Hall to open dialogue and educate 
about  anti-Semitism.

Students at American University start a campaign on  
social media to speak about everyday racism and to  
share personal stories.

In Practice
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In order to move forward effectively, you will 
want to promote deeper understanding about 
the incident that occurred. This process will lead 
back to examining your plans for prevention of 
bias and hate incidents, and modifying your 
preparation tools. More general DEI education 
would follow, as the process leads back to 
prevention. 

Educate

ED
UC

AT
E
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Consider…
o Creating education initiatives that respond directly to the incident. If they are targeted and timely, they are  
 likely to get increased buy-in and attention. An initiative that is too broad can feel overwhelming or   
 irrelevant at this moment in the cycle.

o Thinking ahead about possible opposition and how to mitigate it. In a divisive political climate, some   
 groups are likely to resist or even oppose the education initiatives. 

      •  Identify the resistant audiences that can be brought into the conversation and others who may be  
  ideologically unreachable at that time. 

      •  Consider validating the feelings and points of view of those who seem resistant, but only if you can  
  do so without endangering the values of inclusion and equity.

      •  Small group discussions with skilled facilitators and group norms can make it possible for differing  
  views, feelings, and experiences to be discussed more thoroughly than in a town hall setting.

o Avoiding giving undue attention to the instigators in some cases. If a hate group or movement   
 whose goal is publicity is involved consider ways you can provide important information that will make  
 the community feel knowledgeable, without publicly highlighting the hate group. Each case may be   
 different. Consult experts as needed. 

o Identifying the resources that are available to assist you. Consider expert speakers, research studies,   
 community organizations, etc.

o Recording or documenting education efforts—whether on a digital platform, in manuals or training   
 curricula—to strengthen your prevention and preparation for future bias and hate incidents.

Education after an incident makes a direct impact when it is 
specific to the type of bias or hate that occurred. Communities 
targeted can know that their experience is recognized, and a 
foundation is set for greater sensitivity and awareness.

Visit adl.org/hateuncycled
Understanding the Escalation of Bias and Hate 

http://adl.org/hateuncycled
https://www.adl.org/media/11144/download
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DETROIT 
248-353-7553  
michigan.adl.org

FLORIDA 
561-988-2900  
florida.adl.org

HOUSTON 
713-627-3490  
houston.adl.org 

ISRAEL 
011-972-2566-7741  
www.adl.org.il
 
LAS VEGAS 
702-862-8600  
lasvegas.adl.org

LOS ANGELES  
310-446-8000
la.adl.org

NEW ORLEANS 
504-780-5602 
neworleans.adl.org

NEW YORK 
212-885-7970 
newyork.adl.org

OMAHA 
402-333-1303 
omaha.adl.org

ORANGE COUNTY  
949-679-3737 
orangecounty.adl.org

PHILADELPHIA  
215-568-2223  
philadelphia.adl.org

Regional Offices
adl.org
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PREVENT

PREPARE

RESPONDHEAL

EDUCATE

Visit adl.org/hateuncycled   
for additional resources about bias, hate, and free speech.

http://adl.org/hateuncycled

